Home Buyers’ Guide
A second chance home buyer, also called a
boomerang buyer, is buyer whose prior home
ownership fell into foreclosure, bankruptcy or
other financial distress. There are second-chance
purchase and loan programs designed to help get
you through previous financial struggles.
We work hard to help you move forward, no
matter what hardships you have experienced. Our
focus is on today and on where you are headed,
not on whatever happened in the past.
SECOND CHANCE PROGRAM BENEFITS

Obtaining a loan is tricky with poor credit. The
goal is to secure financing tailored to your needs.
Our team offers honest input so that you set
realistic goals when looking for your next home.
In the past, predatory loans were available across
the housing market. Since its collapse, however,
new regulations for consumer protection are in
effect (please read our article “Major Lending
Changes Starting in October”) and as the market
rebounds, more lenders are willing to grant new
opportunities, regardless of prior financial pains.
Please review the circumstance chart on the
following page!
QUALIFY: SECOND CHANCE HOME LOAN

Every situation is different. Some waiting periods
for a loan will take months, while others take years.
Our goal is to connect home shoppers with lenders
that hold experience in supporting a buyer’s
second chance.
First and foremost, it is important to understand
your credit history. Several scams trick consumers
into bogus borrowing plans or loan modifications.
These scams disguise expensive adjustments to
their terms as “only in case something goes wrong”
but then set up unrealistic financial goals. You can
read more about scams at

Our team is not here to sell false optimism. We are
upfront about closing costs. We know which
lenders are trustworthy, and which ones to avoid…
SEIZING YOUR SECOND CHANCE

Give us a call and schedule a meeting. Once we
understand your unique situation, we will establish
a tailored action plan that will include:
-The establishment of a realistic budget based on
your income and debt
-A desired neighborhood analysis
-An examination of appropriate lenders for you
situation that can help throughout the loan
approval process
-The assembly of an offer once loan approval is
secured
-The development a document with crystal-clear
terms on what you owe each month, when closing
the deal.

